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Tiivistelmä 

Tässä tutkimuksessa selvitettiin miten  ns. toisia näyttöjä eli matkapuhelinta, 
tablettia tai kannettavaa tietokonetta käytetään the Voice of Finland –ohjelman 
aikana. Tutkimuksessa toteutettiin helmikuun 2013 aikana alkukysely, johon 
vastasi 261 aktiivista the Voice of Finlandin katsojaa. Lisäksi toteutettiin 
etnografinen kenttätutkimusosio, johon osallistui 12 kotitaloutta. Etnografiseen 
tutkimukseen valittiin katsojien joukosta ohjelman yhteyteen kehitetyn 
Kotivalmentaja –sovelluksen käyttäjiä, eri ikäisiä ja erityyppisissä kotitalouksissa  
asuvia henkilöitä. Etnografisessa kenttätutkimusosiossa the Voice of Finlandin 
katsomista ja toisten näyttöjen käyttöä seurattiin yhden lähetyksen ajan 
tutkittavien kotona.  

Alkukyselyssä (N=261) kävi ilmi, että ylivoimaisesti suurin osa vastaajista,  93% 
katsoi the Voice of Finlandia säännöllisesti viikoittain.  Matkapuhelimen, 
kannettavan tietokoneen tai tabletin käyttö tai ainakin käden ulottuvilla pitäminen 
television katsomisen aikana on tavallista vastaajille. Suosituinta, television 
katselun aikana käytettyä sisältöä toisissa laitteissa olivat facebook, uutiset, 
sähköposti, tekstiviestit, blogit, iltapäivälehdet ja pelit. Ohjelman yhteyteen 
kehitetyn Kotivalmentaja –sovelluksen käyttö oli selvästi suosituinta nuorissa 
ikäryhmissä.  

Etnografisen tutkimuksen perusteella identifioitiin neljä erilaista katsojatyyppiä 
osallistujien joukosta: kommentaattori, analysoija, kotiveikkaaja ja mukana eläjä. 
Nämä katsojatyypit eroavat toisistaan mm. katsomistavoiltaan ja siinä, miten he 
käyttävät toisia laitteita television katselun aikana.  
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Executive Summary  

In this study, we explored how so called 2nd screens like mobile phones, tablets 
and laptops are used during the Voice of Finland –show. During February 2013, 
we conducted a preliminary survey with 261 respondents, who watched the Voice 
of Finland regularly.  In addition we conducted an ethnographic study with 12 
households.  For the ethnographic study, we selected mainly users of the 
Kotivalmentaja application, who were of different ages and lived in different 
kinds of household types. In the ethnographic study, watching of the Voice of 
Finland and using 2nd screens was observed during one show at the participant’s 
homes.  

The results of the preliminary survey (N=261) indicated that the great majority of 
the respondents, 93% watched the Voice of Finland every week regularly.  Using 
a mobile phone, a laptop or a tablet or at least having it at hand was common for 
the participants. The most popular content in the 2nd screen devices was 
facebook, news, email, text messages, blogs, tabloids and blogs. The use of 
Kotivalmentaja application was most popular among the youngest age groups 
(under 25-olds).  

The results of the ethnographic study are presented as viewer types. Four different 
viewer types could be identified among the participants: commentator, analyser, 
and home gamer and active follower. Viewer types differ from each other in their 
motivations and ways to use second screens (esp. Kotivalmentaja) and in their 
relationship to the Voice of Finland show like the aspects they value and observe 
in the show.  
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1 Introduction 

Virpi Oksman 

 

 

Different 2nd screen devices and their possibilities in enhancing the TV viewing 
experience have become targets of growing interest by broadcasting companies.  
Also advertisers and sponsors show interest in the increasing use of 2nd screen 
applications during TV watching.  

In the viewing event a 2nd screen device can be a smart phone, a tablet or a laptop 
– or even typically several of them at the same time. 

To date, relatively little is known about how 2nd screen devices are actually used 
during TV programs. For instance; how the usage is related to ongoing TV 
program content, what kind of user profiles there can be detected and how new 2nd 
screen applications are perceived.   

For this report, we studied 2nd screen usage during watching the Voice Finland 
show.  Participants were recruited through a preliminary study, which was 
published in the Voice of Finland facebook site in February 2013. 261 Voice of 
Finland –viewers filled out the questionnaire and volunteered for the interviews. 

In addition, we conducted an ethnographic study, which included interviews and 
observations at the participants’ homes. In addition the participants wrote media 
diaries. In total twelve different households types were selected for the 
ethnographic study: there were single households, friends living together, families 
with children and couples without children. The age range of the participating 
adults was from 20 to 38 years.  

This report proceeds as follows.  First we take a look at some of the recent 2nd 
screen applications to find out what 2nd screen functionalities there have been 
developed and how these applications support TV watching experience.  Second, 
we describe our research setting and methods. Third, we present our findings on 
our preliminary study. Finally, we analyse the four different 2nd screen user types 
based on the ethnographic study.  
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2 Complementing watching experience with 2nd screen 
applications  

Recent statistics show that watching TV and using mobile, second screen devices 
is becoming more and more common. According to American multinational 
telecommunications corporation AT&T, even 88% of US consumers use their 
mobile 2nd screen devices while watching TV1. Nielsen survey (2013)2 indicates 
that close to half of smartphone and tablet owners use them as a second screen 
while watching TV and over two thirds of the consumers use the 2nd screen 
multiple times per week. Nielsen survey also cleared up what kind of activities 
these consumers are doing with their 2nd screens while watching programs. It 
seems that that the consumers were on one hand interested in to find more 
information about the TV programs they were watching and in this way they were 
complementing and deepening the watching experience. On the other hand they 
were looking some other kind of information, which was not related to the 
program and thus the 2nd screen use was making distractions and breaks to the 
watching experience.  Among tablet owners it was common to look up 
information in general, mainly surfing on the net (68%) and visiting social 
networking sites (53%).  Moreover, some consumers (50%) were looking 
information related to the programs, such as information on actors, plotlines, 
athletes and some of them (20%) also purchased products or services that were 
being advertised.  Tablet use was closer connected to the TV content than the 
smart phone use because tablet users used more often their second screen to 
engage with the TV show they were watching or were posting something related 
to it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1 http://communities-dominate.blogs.com/brands/google/ 
2 http://www.nielsen.com/us/en/newswire/2013/action-figures--how-second-
2 http://www.nielsen.com/us/en/newswire/2013/action-figures--how-second-
screens-are-transforming-tv-viewing.html 
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There are of course several kinds of user behaviors and motivations related to use 
of second screens during TV watching indeed. Second screens may be used for 
instance for personal content selection, for continuing the watching experience 
after show by going through the highlights and looking for extra information.  In 
addition to social networking, recommendation and sharing are common.  In the 
next section we will study closer, what kind of networking services and 
applications there are available for 2 screens to support watching experience. 
Moreover, we look closer what kind of functions there are available in the most 
popular 2nd screen applications.  

 

2.1 Some recent  2nd social networking websites and applications  

At the moment there are several ways in which the TV viewers may post, 
comment or look up information of TV programs and shows. The commenting 
and information seeking may happen before, during or afterwards watching the 
show. Evidently, facebook and twitter often work as such as 2nd screen 
applications to comment on popular shows.  In the US, Fox TV show Glee has 
been generating vivid Twitter- communication around episodes, celebrities, 
actors, music performances etc. 

 

 

Picture 1: TV Show Glee and Twitter.  
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Picture 2: Facebook community around the Voice of Finland.   

Many popular TV series and shows like the Voice of Finland have also lively 
facebook communities. The Voice of Finland, for instance, has over 58 000 likes 
in Facebook. Posts are mainly about the contestants, their performances and are 
often made during or sometime after the shows.  

In addition to facebook and twitter there are several different kinds of 2nd screen 
applications which have been developed to support interactive watching 
experience.  The applications are designed to be used both in real-time, to deepen 
the broadcasting event as well as to continue the watching experience after shows 
or find new favourite shows and support networking and information seeking. 
Usually these applications can be downloaded free and they have been developed 
for various kinds of program formats such as sports, singing contests and drama.  
Via 2nd screen applications it is possible to enhance watching experience and 
make it more interactive by for instance cheering, voting and participating in 
quizzes.  

2nd screen applications also often provide some extra material and up-dated 
information about TV shows like information of actors or for instance pictures of 
making some episodes.  2nd screen applications complement TV watching with 
different interactive functionalities. Some of them, like, Zeebox, GetGlue and 
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Miso offer also social sharing and connecting with friends through twitter, 
facebook or chat rooms.  

Some of the recent 2nd screen applications and their user interactions are described 
below.   

Social networking site tvtag (former GetGlue) is also a mobile application and a 
versatile platform for all kinds of TV contents. These social networking sites have 
a role in building the TV entertainment communities as fans can share what they 
like in entertainment.  It’s possible to use facebook and twitter through the 
applications for instance by sharing favorites with facebook friends or following 
friends.  

 

 

  

Picture 3: tvtag guide with recommendations. 

 

The tvtag works so that users can check in to the shows, movies and sports they 
are following thorough a website or a mobile application. The site has reported 
1,3 million check-ins. In 2011 Popular HBO series True Blood attracted 38 000 
people to check in. The application also has a TV and a movie guide, which 
makes recommendations of TV programs or movies according to user “likes” or 
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saved movies. For instance by “liking” Grey’s anatomy, tvtag recommended 
General Hospital.  Users are also tempted to use the application with rewards and 
stickers.  The Finnish 2nd screen application and personalized TV guide skimm.tv 
also gives program recommendations after selecting ten favorite programs.  

 

 

 

Picture 4:  Skimm.tv offers a personalized TV guide with recommendations. 

 

 

2nd screen  applicationViggle also rewards users with bonus points and various 
kinds of gifts such as electronics, trips, and gift cards. Viggle can be used with a 
tablet or a touch screen phone. The user taps the application while watching TV or 
listening to music. Viggle then audiomatches to the TV show or a song. The user 
gets points and bonuses per matched song. Users can engage with friends and play 
interactive games during watching TV shows, sports and live events. In addition 
users can earn points by entering sweepstakes and contests. The interaction 
between spectator and TV program may happen for instance thorough real-time 
quizzes and polls that are delivered within Viggle and synched with what the 
viewer is watching on TV.  
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Picture 5: Viggle 2nd screen application offers rewards and a variety of 
interactive games that allow to engage with TV shows.  

 

2nd screen application for Eurovison song contest in 2013. Recently many mass 
events such as Eurovision song contests and sports events have launched their 
own 2nd screen applications. The application is available for iOS and Android 
users. In addition, the application provides news updates, photos and videos and 
allows users to download their favorite songs of the contest.  The same time as the 
viewer is looking at the Eurovision song contest spectacle on TV, the application 
will provide some extra information for instance the artist's background 
information, the lyrics of the song, information about each participating country 
and the results.  
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Picture 6: Eurovision song contest 2nd screen application: (Photo: Thomas 
Hanses) 
(http://www.eurovision.tv/page/news?id=eurovision_song_contest_app_launc
hed) 
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Hockey Night 2nd Screen. MTV3 of Finland published a 2nd Screen application 
for Ice Hockey World Championship in spring 2012. During that time  the weekly 
visitors in the MTV3 mobile site increased strongly. During the early 2012 there 
was about 250 000 different browsers visiting the site weekly. During the Ice 
Hockey World Championships there was a record: 333 676 different browsers. 
The application made it possible by shaking the phone to cheer the Hockey Team 
and send messages for the Finnish Hockey Team and Hockey studio. There was 
about 18 million shakes and over 25 000 messages.  

 

 

Picture 7: MTV3 2nd screen for MM Hockey contest. 
(http://www.mtv3.fi/urheilu/mmjaakiekko2012/2ndscreen/) 

 

Zeebox and other social TV 2 screen applications.  Zeebox is a free application, 
which can be downloaded on laptop, iPhone, iPad, Android or BlackBerry 
smartphone, and used while watching TV. It offers also possibility to change 
ideas, network and form communities around TV programs.  Zeebox enables to 
connect and share and interact through twitter and private or public chat rooms.  
In addition Zeebox helps to get information of recent and new TV shows and see 
what are the most talked programs right now and what people talk about them. 
The chat rooms include various themes from soap opera entertainment (The 
Young and the Restless) to politics (The State of the Union). Like other social 2nd 
screen applications Zeebox provides general TV guide and information on TV 
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shows. Zeebox also provides a TV schedule which will send a reminder before 
show starts. It’s possible also to see friends’ bookings.   

 

 

Picture 8: Zeebox tells what is hot on TV right now and what users are 
talking about programs. 

 

Moreover, Zeebox offers extra information on things mentioned on TV shows and 
programs. Zeetags appear while watching and it’s possible to click it and get more 
information about what's being mentioned in the program.   

In all, recent 2nd screen applications to help users to plan their watching and make 
the viewing experience more interactive. However, even though there are several 
interesting applications available, there has not yet been any major “killer 
applications” in the field. In the near future, the increase of tablets is likely to 
have impact on 2nd screen use, as tablet owners tend to use 2nd screen during TV 
watching.  In principle, TV viewers have the readiness to use the 2nd screen 
applications but at the moment there is also a lot of competing content available. 
In the next section we will take a closer look at how second screens are used 
during watching of one of the most popular TV shows, the Voice of Finland.  
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Picture  9: Zeetags  
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3 The Voice of Finland Study: Research Setting 

Päivi Heikkilä, Hanna Lammi, Mari Ainasoja, Juhani Linna & Virpi Oksman 

The study contained a preliminary quantitative study and a qualitative 
ethnographic study. The preliminary study questionnaire was open for 
respondents on the Voice of Finland facebook site for one week in February 2013, 
and the participants for the ethnographic study were selected among these 
respondents. In the ethnographic study all twelve participants were active viewers 
of the Voice of Finland show and three fourth of them were users of 
Kotivalmentaja application. 

The table below introduces the participants of the ethnographic study:   

 

Picture 10: Participants of the ethnographic study 

The ethnographic study included pre- and post-interviews, observation of 
watching the Voice of Finland show and collecting media diaries. All participants 
were interviewed twice and filled in the media diary. The questions in media diary 
concerned TV watching, second screen usage and the Voice of Finland related 
activities for one week’s time. 
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Picture 11: Example pages from a media diary 

In addition to interviews and media diaries, six participants’ TV watching was 
observed at their homes during the Voice of Finland show on its broadcasting 
time on Friday night. The participants were guided to watch the show as normally 
as possible, including normal usage of second screen applications and any 
activities they would normally do during the show or during the commercial 
breaks. The researchers stayed in the background asking only some verifying 
questions. All the observations were also videotaped.   
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4 Findings from the Preliminary Study 

Virpi Oksman  

The study questionnaire was published in February 2013 in the Voice of Finland 
facebook. 261 fans filled out the questionnaire and volunteered for the interviews. 
The study concentrated on second screen usage and watching of the Voice of 
Finland show. The age range of the respondents who filled out the questionnaire 
was from 15 to 65 and the most of the respondents were from 26 to 45-years old. 
87% of the respondents were women and 13% men.  

  

 

Picture 12: The age range of the respondents.  
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Picture 13: The daily Internet usage.  

 

The most typical household type among the respondents was a family with parents 
and children. 36% of the respondents belonged to this category.  25% of the 
households consisted of a married or non-married couple without children. 20% of 
the respondents were living alone. Living with friends was quite rare, only 3% of 
the respondents lived in a household shared with their friends.  
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Picture 14: The regularity of watching.  

 

The clear majority of the respondents, 93% watched the Voice of Finland 
regularly every week.  
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Picture 15: The watching method.   

 

A clear majority of the respondents (83%) watched the Voice of Finland mainly 
as direct broadcast.  
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Picture 16: The watching habits.  

The respondents were asked to evaluate how well certain statements regarding 
their TV watching described them. For the respondents it was typical to discuss 
the Voice of Finland with their family and friends. 63% of the respondents 
answered that the statement “I discuss the Voice of Finland with my family and 
friends” describes them well and 28% answered that it describes them fairly well.  

Intensive watching without disturbances is wanted by the majority of the 
respondents. 59% of the respondents reflected that this statement describes them 
well. Little under 40% stated that they use to watch the Voice of Finland shows 
also afterwards from the Internet.  

The majority of the respondents stated they rarely do casual chores while they are 
watching the Voice of Finland.  
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4.1 Using 2nd screen devices during watching  

Using a mobile phone, laptop or tablet or at least having it ready at hand while 
watching TV is common among the respondents. The most popular content in 2nd 
screen devices is: facebook, news, e-mail, text messages, blogs, tabloids and 
games.  

  - “ I use my mobile phone to read facebook updates, e-mails and news while 
watching TV. “ 

  - “ I use my mobile. I may google information about persons on the show or 
about advertisements”. 

 -” I always have iPhone or iPad in my hand while I’m watching. Only when 
watching a movie I may focus completely on watching. I surf on the Internet and 
browse facebook or use twitter. I may react to advertisements and watch products 
closer.” 

 

4.2 Using Kotivalmentaja 2nd screen application 

 

4.2.1 Kotivalmentaja application 

Kotivalmentaja second screen application was available during the whole of the 
Voice of Finland season, from January until April 2013. The idea of the mobile 
application was that users could act like a coach/judge and collect points in each 
phase of the competition: in a blind audition, battle phase and live performance 
shows. Participants could win DNA prizes in weekly competitions and see their 
points and placing the application.  

In the blind audition phase, the users could guess whether contestants are selected 
to continue in the show and in which coach’s team. In the battle phase they could 
guess which of the two battling contestants remain in the show. In the live 
performance shows the application could be used for evaluating the performances 
and cheering the contestants. Before each broadcast it was possible to guess which 
contestants get to the semi-finals and finally who wins the whole season.  
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Picture 17: Example images of Kotivalmentaja application                                          
(https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=fi.talpa.homecoach). 

 

4.2.2 Use of the Kotivalmentaja 2nd screen application 

In February 2013 the use of the Kotivalmentaja was in the “Single Combat” 
phase, where two singer contestants were on the stage at the same time. The 
majority of the respondents (74%) had by this time noticed the application, but 
most of them had not yet tried it out themselves. 

 

Picture 18: Noticing the Application.  
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Picture 19: The Use of the Kotivalmentaja among different age groups. 

The use of the Kotivalmentaja was most popular among the youngest age groups.  
50% of the under 18 year olds have been using it. 38% have been using it at least 
once in the age group 18-25 year olds. The respondents over 55 years hadn’t used 
it.  
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4.2.3 Sponsoring in the Kotivalmentaja application 

Mari Ainasoja 

 

 

 Picture 20: Sponsoring in the application. 

The Kotivalmentaja application was sponsored by a Finnish company. The 
sponsor was visible in the application both during the program and during the 
commercial breaks for example with links to competitions and content in the 
sponsor’s Facebook-page. The same company was also a program sponsor in the 
broadcast.  

The sponsoring worked well at least from the viewpoint of reaching the users of 
application. There was a difference between those who used the application many 
times and those who only tried it once or only had heard of it: 97 per cent of users 
had noticed the sponsor while 40 per cent of those who only tried it had noticed 
the sponsor.  

In the qualitative interviews, sponsors were also well remembered. Comments 
about sponsoring were mostly neutral: people are used to the sponsors in 
applications and they considered the execution of sponsoring as creative and fun 
but they could not make conscious descriptions if the sponsoring affected the 
image of the sponsor. There were some exceptions to that neutral view.  
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Few interviewee respondents described that the sponsoring changed the image of 
the sponsor towards lighter, more fun, entrepreneurial and provider of new 
possibilities. Sponsoring made them also more interested to read the company’s 
own e-mail newsletters, because they had content related to the program and 
application. Those who have positive attitude towards sponsoring in the 
application also envision even more ways to get the sponsor noticed, for example 
in the messages people share to the social media about their support to artists.  

On the other hand, one respondent was irritated about sponsoring and criticized 
the creative execution of ads and the prizes in the competition provided by the 
sponsor.    
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5 Different Viewer Types 

Päivi Heikkilä, Hanna Lammi, Mari Ainasoja, Juhani Linna & Virpi Oksman 

The results of the ethnographic study are presented as viewer types. For different 
viewer types could be identified among the participants: commentator, analyser, 
home gamer and active follower. Viewer types differ from each other in their 
motivations and ways to use second screens (esp. Kotivalmentaja) and in their 
relationship to the Voice of Finland show (aspects they value and observe in the 
show).  

5.1 Commentator 

Commentator sees the Voice of Finland as a show, which provides a forum for 
spotting interesting people and trends. It is not only about music or about the 
competition but it is characteristic for commentators to observe various aspects of 
the show like styling, musicians, audience and speakers. 

The Voice of Finland is also a social event for commentators. They prefer 
watching the show with others and they comment different things happening on 
the program spontaneously during the show. For those commentators who watch 
TV alone, Facebook, messaging and Twitter can serve those social aspects. The 
role of the Kotivalmentaja application is also to support this social situation. 

 

Picture 21: Its characteristic for commentators to observe various aspects of 
the show like styling, musicians, audience and speakers. 
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Real-life episode from the commentator watching the Voice of Finland 

Annikki is a 35 years old woman living alone in Helsinki and working in the 
clothes business. She watches the Voice of Finland mainly with her friend Mira 
and that is the case this time too. 

She describes using Kotivalmentaja like this: “It’s more like social amusement”. 
Using HomeCoach is not an essential part of watching the show and its usage may 
be easily forgotten. 

During the show:… the Voice of Finland is continuing and one of the competitors, 
Eve Hotti, has started to sing. “It would like to win a prize that includes a stylist 
that would style us like that, looking so nice.” Annikki says. Annikki and Mira 
compliment the make-up and clothes of Eve. Mira sings along with the song and 
comments the name of the performer: “It would be nice to be Mira Hotti.”. 
Annikki evaluates the performance with Kotivalmentaja to be good and tells this 
evaluation to Mira. When Elastinen gives the feedback to Eve in the show, 
Annikki comments: “Ela has become more masculine. That hair fits him well.”… 

 

5.2 Analyzer 

Analyzer considers the Voice of Finland to be primarily a competition. Analyzers 
want to anticipate the results by detailed analyzing and pondering the 
performances. They are also interested in seeing other TV viewers’ reactions. 

The Kotivalmentaja application serves them as a means to express their opinion 
and compare it to the opinions of other TV viewers. It is characteristic to them to 
evaluate the performances thoroughly and even refine their opinions during the 
performances. 
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Picture 22: Analyzers want to anticipate the results by detailed analyzing. 

 

Real-life episode from the analyzer watching the Voice of Finland 

Tiina is a 20 years old student living in Helsinki with her boyfriend. She watches 
the Voice of Finland with the boyfriend and constantly analyzes performances, 
contestants’ potential and song selections with him.  

She uses Kotivalmentaja actively and systematically, rates each performance and 
checks the ratings of each contestant. She likes Kotivalmentaja as it gives a 
possibility to anticipate the results better. 

During the show: …Tiina and Kimi are listening to performances closely and 
Tiina evaluates each with the Kotivalmentaja during the song. They discuss about 
the song choices and the competitors they believe to continue the competition 
from each team. During the performance of Antti Railio, Tiina rates first with the 
Kotivalmentaja that the performance is excellent. While the song goes on, she 
finetunes the evaluation and finally decides to use Wow-button [the best 
evaluation in the application] and tells about it to Kimi: “I will give him Wow”. 
Before the song ends, Tiina shows Kimi the evaluations that others have done 
with the application: “See, almost everyone says that this was excellent.” 

5.3 Home gamer 

Home gamers, like Analyzers described above, consider the Voice of Finland to 
be a competition. But while Analyzers concentrate on analyzing the content of the 
show and expressing their opinions, Home gamers appreciate more the betting and 
gaming habits they have generated around the show. For Home gamers, it is the 
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competition with other TV viewers that is important, not that much the 
competition between contestants in the show. Home gamer concentrates on 
performances primarily to be able to bet for the results. 

The Kotivalmentaja application serves as a one possible platform enabling the 
competition with other TV viewers. It is important to see the own points and 
placing in the application. Home gamers would also like to build up competitions 
with their own family and friends with the application. 

Real-life episode from the home gamer watching the Voice of Finland 

Heli is 32 years old woman who lives in Tampere with her boyfriend. She usually 
watches the Voice of Finland alone in her favorite armchair.  

It is characteristic to her to pay attention to details and build up game-like 
activities with her boyfriend also during other programs like detective stories. 
Kotivalmentaja enables the same kind of activity even if she is watching TV 
alone. 

During the show: …Heli is really concentrated on watching the Voice of Finland. 
She uses Kotivalmentaja actively during the show and rates each competitor as 
quickly as possible in the beginning of each song. Right after the show, she 
checks the points and placing in the weekly competition like she does every week: 
“It brings more excitement, new twist when you can wait to see if you guessed 
right. I actually won one weekly competition. I got some kind of widget but I sold 
it. But it feels great to be right.” 

However, the regular use of Kotivalmentaja is not the only option to organize 
games around the program. Here are some examples of other gaming habits: 

• During the show a family has competition, where each family member 
guesses whether a performer gets to continue. One family member takes 
notes to an excel sheet and tells the results when the program ends. The 
winner is excited of her success: ”Who was the best today!”  

• Family members guess which contestants continue in the show. During the 
show mother is also monitoring the general opinions of performances at 
the Voice of Finland facebook site and gets hints to help her succeed in 
her guesses. She hasn’t revealed this secret source of information to 
others. 

• A friend group of four girls organizes ”the Voice of Finland parties” to 
watch the Voice of Finland, eat and chat together. Each one uses her own 
iPhone to guess which contestants can continue. The answers are first 
hidden and then revealed simultaneuosly.   
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• Each family member has a favorite the Voice of Finland coach who they 
cheer to make good choices. ”Michael, take this!” ”No, go Paula!” 

• The children of the family have their own room where they watch the 
show. It is their candy day. They guess who get to continue and bet on the 
last candies. 

5.4 Active follower 

Active follower is a fan of the Voice of Finland performers; program provides 
new idols and new careers to follow. They want to first and foremost follow and 
walk along the journey of certain personas, competitors and/or coaches. Active 
followers follow contestants through different media during the whole season.  

This emphasis is clearly reflected to the role of Kotivalmentaja application. They 
would like the application to give them information and opportunities to follow	  
the learning, history and career development of favorite performers. They are also 
interested in getting updates about their life and career after the program. 

”I think this year they have managed to promote the career of all artists 
slightly better than last year. They have been shown their personality and I 
have seen that they have got gigs.” 

They want to participate in discussions and support their favorite contestants. The 
success of favorite performers can also affect the motivation to use of 
Kotivalmentaja. 

”I tried sharing the Kotivalmentaja results in Twitter, but I was disappointed 
that it did not share who I was cheering.”  

”I did not use the application anymore during the last week because my 
favorite performers were not in the competition anymore. Earlier, there was 
more interesting contestants.” 

Real-life episode from the active follower watching the Voice of Finland 

Anna is 37 years old mother of 3 children. The whole family is watching the 
Voice of Finland together. Anna spends commercial breaks watching the online 
show and watches the show again during the weekend. She also follows news 
about performers during the week.  

During the show, Anna has certain favorite performers that she actively follows 
and advocates to the other family members. Family discussions contain detailed 
knowledge of favorite performers. Anna follows also facebook discussions 
actively. 
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6 Discussion  

This study was continuation to a previous 2nd screen study related to TV show 
’Dance’. The participants of ‘Dance’ study represented four different user 
profiles: impulsive zapper, everyday performer, web-individualist and 
intensive enjoyer. The TV viewing situations varied a lot, including zapping 
between TV channels and performing household tasks. In VoF study all the 
participants were more concentrated on the TV show, and thus most of the 
participants could be categorised as intensive enjoyers. However, the 
motivations and ways to use second screens (especially Kotivalmentaja 2nd 
screen application) and the core aspects in the show were different for different 
types of viewers, and the categorisation was now done based on these 
differences. 

 

Picture 23: User profiles of the first 2nd screen study related to TV show 
'Dance' 

 

The following image summarizes the participants’ main interests in the Voice 
of Finland show and the main motivations to use a second screen application 
related to the show. The usage of Kotivalmentaja was most motivating to 
analysers and home gamers, as it supported playfulness and the possibility to 
anticipate the results. For commentators it added some social aspects to 
viewing of the show (e.g. using the application together with a friend) and for 
active followers it gave one possibility to participate and support one’s 
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favourite contestants. However, the second screen application did not respond 
to the needs and preferences of these two latter types as fully as to the needs 
and preferences of analysers and home gamers.  

 

Picture 24: Motivations to use 2nd screen 

In the future, commentators and active followers could get more attached to 
second screen solutions which would help them to spot trends, comment the 
show, follow their favourite contestants or convey insider feelings of the show. 
It is not self-evident though that second-screen solutions would be the only 
way to support all these motivations and interests. As TV shows attract their 
viewers with multiple channels (FB, website, twitter etc.), it would be an 
interesting research task to investigate the optimal match between the different 
channels and different content and participation possibilities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 




